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Abstract 

For decades, Igbo people and indeed all Nigerians has been 

struggling with crises and conflicts. Some have resulted to arms, 

some have been named anti-government, some are said to be 

sabotaging the government and some proscribed a terrorist group. 

Efforts have been made and still being made to achieve and sustain 

peace; political history have shown committees, panels, 

commissions-most recently is the Imo state ministry of Happiness; 

all are political efforts to achieve peace. Economically, many 

economic policies like Structural Adjustment Program, Austerity 

Measure, Salary Increment and so on were all to ensure peace 

through economic achievement. Nigerians like other Africans are so 

religious and have sought peace through many religious 

organizations like Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN), 

Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria (PFN), Islam Youth Association 

of Nigeria and so on. The study revealed that all the said efforts 

aimed to achieve peace in Igboland and Nigeria at large is to no avail. 

This work therefore argues that with critical utilization of African 

world view which expresses family or community mindfulness, 

respect and love for human life and struggle for cordial relationship 

with the invisible beings; we can curb conflict to the barest, restore 

and sustain peace in Igboland and Nigeria as a country.                                 
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Introduction 

According to  

Bakut (2009) description of peace;  

Peace is both the absence of conflict – harmony in the society and a 

way of life for individuals. Anything or act that threatens that 

harmony is not peaceful and therefore, is against the nature of our 

call as human in the society. (p.236).   

The conditions that threatens peace, creates insecurity and conflict seems to 

have found fertile ground in Nigeria and therefore gallop in geometric 

progression. Ugweye (2010) noted that peace is lacking everywhere when 

he wrote: 

It is obvious from every indication that our society sorely needs 

peace but lacks it. There is no peace at home, in the community and 

clan, among individuals and between siblings. No peace in offices, 

government circles, academia, churches, business and the entire 

society … Even the individual himself lacks internal peace. (p. 67). 

This unwholesome development has attracted solutions from individuals, 

groups, government (military and other security agencies’), religious 

groups and leaders, NGOs, foreign countries and international 

organizations. Also the National University Commission have also 

approached the problem by inculcating peace and conflict studies in 

university curriculum. It was on this backdrop that Okebukola (2009) said: 

The various conflicts in the West African sub-region, certainly not 

something to cheer about, have however sensitized government and 

their agencies in the sub-region not only to consciously identify the 

roots causes ... It is this spirit to promote peace that has led to an 

endearing collaboration between the National University 

Commission of Nigeria and the University of Peace an affiliate of the 

United Nations, geared towards the  integration of peace and 

conflict studies in the curriculum of Nigerian Universities. (p.vii). 

In our national dallies, television, radio stations, and recently social media, 

the causes of these conflicts and violent situations are always ascribed to 
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ethnicity and religious misunderstanding. This paper is not to weigh if all 

the mercenaries used in eradicating or reducing these conflicts are giving 

100% positive results, but to show that these conflicts can truly be reduced 

when there is respect for human rights through the recognition of supreme 

Power - God. The recognition of supreme power is a cardinal pointer in 

African world view.  

African world view according to Ifesieh (1989) could be referred as: 

A body of belief about the universe which are common among 

members of any society and existentiality demonstrated in their 

value systems, such as their philosophy of life, social conduct and 

morality, folklores, myths, rites and rituals, norms, ideas, cognitive 

mappings, theologies. (p.20). 

In the view of Kalu (2002), he said:  

World view or ideology (in modern parlance), is their unified picture 

of the cosmos and reality as a whole, explained by a system of 

concepts which orders the natural and social rhythms and every 

other events, as well as determines the place of individuals and 

communities in them. (p.352). 

From the above definitions, world view can be said to be directing force in 

people's lives which exercises measures of control over people's socio-

economic environment which consciously and unconsciously influenced by 

their belief system towards the supra mundane. 

Another author, Madu (2003) said this when he wrote that; "African world 

view are characterized by a unified view of reality, sense of community 

consciousness and a sense of preservation and enhancement of human life" 

(pp.23-24).  

 

African World View 

In African world view, the supernatural world remains the pointer or the 

centre of the people's mindset. Ones perceptions about the physical and the 

spiritual metamorphoses in the world view and this is why African world 

view is a religious one because religion permeates every fabric of African 
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life. Kalu (2002) observed this fact and said; "Igbo traditional world view is 

a fundamentally a religious one". (p.353). Everything, time, space, event are 

all interpreted within the people's religious belief. 

If we break down the definition of African world view by Madu above, we 

may say it has three features; the unified view of reality, community 

consciousness and enhancement of human life. 

 

Unified View of Reality 

Tracing unified view of reality as means of achieving peace in Igbo society 

through African world view, there is need to understand the meaning of 

unified view of reality. In African or specifically Igbo cosmology the term 

implies the reality unified, in other words the sphere of the physical world 

and spiritual world are unified. 

Unlike the separation that exist in Euro-American philosophy and theology 

between the physical and spiritual world, the African or Igbo philosophy 

view them as one. Scholar like Metuh (1999) remarked this fact and wrote: 

However, the vast number of spiritual beings does not imply that the 

dichotomy found in European philosophy and theology between the 

material and the spiritual, the visible and the invisible, the sacred 

and the profane exist in Igbo traditional religion ... The Igbo world is 

one, not two. The invisible beings, the deities and the spirits have no 

separate world of their own (p.80). 

For the traditional Igbo, there is an ordered vision of reality where they 

perceive the universe as a tiered structure: the sky above inhabited by the 

supreme being or unlimited being - God and other believed powerful 

divinities like Anyanwu.  The second in the structure is the earth which is 

inhabited by man. The people also believe that the earth deity - Ala, some 

minor deities, patron spirits and other cosmic forces co-habits this earth 

with man. The last is the under-world which the people view to be the 

inhabitant of the ancestors, other spirit and nature forces that may be 

malevolent and benevolent.  

Parrinder (1961) observed this structure in African belief system but 
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classified it in a shape that the nature gods and the ancestors are by the side, 

he wrote thus: 

A pyramid or triangle was an apt illustration of the order of the 

spiritual forces. At the apt was the supreme God, on one side of the 

triangle were the nature gods, and on the other side the ancestors, 

while at the base were the lower magical powers (p.12).   

One thing very fundamental in the above assertion is that the supreme God 

is at the apex which therefore show that African people believe in the 

supreme God and also put Him above everything. With this illustration and 

explanation therefore, we wish to argue that African traditional religion is 

also monotheistic like Christianity and Islam and also disagree with those 

who say that African traditional religion is polytheistic. 

What could be deciphered from the above expression is that the people 

under study believe in the tiers of the world. And they also believe there is 

a continuous harmonious interaction between these tiers and any bridge in 

this may result to disintegration and hence conflict in the society. Agreeing 

to this fact was Ejiuzu (2008); 

The African perception of the cosmos, it must be recalled, is well 

integrated and characteristically holistic. It outlines a vision of reality 

as a whole in which hierarchies of beings and cosmic forces are 

integrated in a complex web of interrelationships and interactivity. 

(p.28).   

It is on this backdrop that people of Igboland especially the traditional 

African believers were living peacefully because any conflict within the 

people will result to break of the web relationship between them and the 

spiritual forces which they believe has adverse effect on the people and the 

community or the society in general. 

Again Ejiuzu said and quoted Kalu that; "Man finds himself in a 

beleaguuered city so to speak, surrounded by powerful vengeful spirits 

whose dictates man must adhere to strictly in order to maintain the delicate 

equilibrium in the universe". (p.28). 

In observation of all the rules and regulations in Igboland and its 
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punishments like incest and its punishment, adultery and its punishment, 

steeling and its punishment, murder and its punishment and so on shows 

the unified view of reality in the fact that the physical and the spiritual are 

tied in the maintenance of the traditional rules and regulations. 

This is because the people believe that the invisible beings like deities, the 

ancestors and other supernatural forces are the protectors and defenders of 

the traditional laws and therefore punish the offenders. 

This belief that the spiritual beings police the society make the people to 

avoid the don't and therefore avoid the wrath of the gods. And the don't 

are the evil in the society which if not avoided result to conflicts. Our 

arguments therefore is that if Igbo people will observe this feature of 

African world view there will be peace in Igboland and therefore if 

extended to our country Nigeria, we can to some extent curb conflict and 

enjoy peace.  

 

Community Consciousness 

The second feature of African world view is "Community Consciousness". 

Discussing community consciousness in Africa, Mbiti (1990), said "I am 

because we are, and since we therefore I am. This is the cardinal point in 

the understanding of the Africa view of man". (p.106). Also Achebe (2008) 

hold the same view with Mbiti and posits thus: 

We do not pray to have more money but to have more kinsmen. We 

are better than animal because we have kinsmen. An animal rubs its 

itching flank against a tree, but a man asks his kinsmen to scratch 

him. (p.132). 

The above two assertion indicates that African or Igbo ontology is highly 

anthropocentric. And as a result, the welfare, happiness and even the 

spiritual life of individual is a concern to all and equally the peace of the 

community at large matters for every member of the community. This fact 

account for our argument that true community consciousness of the African 

world view can metamorphose to peace in Igbo society. 

It was on this background that Eze (2010) narrated community 
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consciousness as evident in togetherness which its existence in Igbo 

community fosters development. The author brought in a popular Igbo 

slogan "Ibu anyi Ndanda" to buttress her point home thus: 

Togetherness is a basic necessity for development and progress in 

community and nations. No nation thrives in disunity. The Igbo 

have for many years of existence relied so much on collective efforts 

for achievement ... our most desirable slogan "Ibu anyi Ndanda" as a 

sure way to the rapid development of our communities. (p.136). 

Nda or Ndanda is an Igbo word for ant. And by nature of ant smallness it 

cannot carry load alone, therefore they work together and can carry load, 

build "ant hills" and can even fight their enemies. 

It is through this process that ants carry big loads to their holes. Eze (2010) 

further said that "Ants are usually found in a wholesome environment. 

Why? They try to ensure that anything unwholesome does not remain in 

the environment" (p.136).  

The summary of this expression is that because ants work together they can 

gather their food, fight and keep their enemies away from them and 

therefore enjoy peaceful environment. This explain how community 

consciousness of Igbo world view form the idea of togetherness in Igbo 

communities. Like the ants, people work together, own communal land 

together, own communal deities together, build village square together, 

and collectively abhor unwholesome behaviour and this therefore ensured 

peace in the traditional Igbo communities. 

Community consciousness is like the unified view of reality because for the 

traditional Igbo, community is not limited only to the physical people living 

together in a geographical area, but a community which also includes the 

invisible beings. Ejiuzu agreed to this fact and wrote: 

For traditional Africans, community is much more than simply a 

social grouping of people bound together by reasons of natural and 

/  or deep common interest and value. It is both a society as well 

as a unity of the visible and invisible world; the world of the 

physically  living on one hand, and the world of the ancestors, 
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divinities and souls of children yet to be born to individual kin-

group. (p.2).    

Mbaegbu (2014) corroborated Ejiuzu that African or specifically Igbo world 

view incorporates the past, the present and the future, he said; “Such a 

world view is handed down from one generation to another. It is a heritage 

from the past which links the past with the present and even with the 

future, a world view co-eval with the Igbo”. (p.106). 

The above excerpt of Ejiuzu and Mbaegbu shows how the Igbo people view 

their world. For them, the community or the entire world is not just the 

physical beings; the invisible which includes the dead, the yet unborn, the 

deities and other spiritual forces are also among the community. 

It is because of this that the people try very much to avoid evils which 

threatens the peace in the community. The people hold on to the belief that 

every evil is not just against the physical people, but also against the 

invisible forces which includes the supreme being - God and that there is 

punishment from invisible for every evil deed. Basden (1983) writing about 

the Igbo people said: 

Certain actions such as murder, theft and adultery are esteemed 

offences against God, as well as against man. The natives hold that 

in committing such offences, a man is acting contrary to the will of 

God and the appropriate punishment will assuredly follow. Should 

the actual sinner escape, his descendant must bear the burden 

(p.316). 

The people believe that the community includes the invisible and therefore 

anything that threaten the peace of the physical members of the community 

also threatens the peace of the invisible members. It is also in the belief of 

the people that punishment for any evil does not only come from the visible 

members of the community, but also from invisible. More importantly, the 

people also believe that even if an evil person escapes the punishment of 

his or her evil, their future generation shall suffer for it. What this means is 

that the people believe that punishment for evil can extend from 

generations to generations.  
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The investigations by this study shows that the people under study desist 

from conflict that destabilize the peace of the community for two major 

reasons; first because it is also against the invisible and secondly because 

their descendant can suffer for their evils. 

It is this perception of Igbo world as both invisible and visible formed their 

belief that the world is an agent of peace and the people therefore instituted 

all manners of check that fosters peace in their communities. Kalu (1978) 

remarked this and said: 

The moral order must be maintained so that man can live in peace 

and have abundant life. Our forebears, therefore, constructed a 

number of controls. The first was to emphasis character. Character 

was neither beauty nor wealth ... Character however, referred to 

moral uprightness, peace with gods and peace with men. Purity was 

essential in blocking the anger of gods or the ruin of evil spirit. 

(pp.42-43). 

 

Sense of Preservation and Enhancement of Human Life 

Sense of preservation of human life, being a future of African world view 

was suggested by this paper as one of the means through which peace could 

be sustained in Igboland through African world view. Life (Ndu) in 

Igboland is the supreme value. This is observed in many ways, Igbo 

proverbs, idioms, thought, names the people answer and so on. 

Narrating that Igbo names show how the people value life (Ndu), Kanu 

(2012), wrote: 

Names projects the height of the value the Igbo race places on life. 

For instance, the Igbo would say, Ndubuisi: Life is the first. From 

this perspective, life is the prime necessity. Life should be pursued 

before and above every other thing or value. Ndukaku: Life is 

greater than wealth … Nduka: Life is greater. (pp.64-65). 

Also to show that Igbo name portray that life is the supreme good, Ezekwe 

(Nd) explained; “Ndubueze – Life is supreme, Ndubuike – Life is strength, 

Ndubuisi – Life is first, Ndubuizu – Life is collaboration” (p.80). Our 
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position is that because life occupies prime position in Igbo philosophy, 

everything is geared to ensuring the preservation and enhancement of life. 

And when the people are trying to preserve this prime value – life (Ndu), 

they are at the same time showing love to each other and therefore promote 

peace in the society. 

Critical study of traditional Igbo prayers reveals that preservation and 

enhancement of human life remain the focal point and petition to God, 

spirit forces and the ancestors. Igbo people go out of their physical way to 

the diviners purposefully to find out what to do to preserve the life of their 

family members and the community in general. 

A model Igbo traditional morning prayer for one’s children as noted by 

Ifesieh (1989) is a proof that life (Ndu) is the focal point of Igbo prayers: 

Chineke, ndu jiera ha chi boo ---- God, the creator, let life be for them 

(his Children) a happy variation of day and night  

Chukwu, nyerum ha ogonogo ndu ---- God give them long life for me. 

Ndu bu eze, ndu kachasi --- Life is the king, life is the greatest thing. 

Chineke nye ha ya --- God, the creator give them. (pp.113-114). 

Going by the above prayer, it therefore means that life is the main objective, 

and anyone who wishes each other life cannot harm or inflict pain on the 

person which invariably means wishing peace to one another. 

Oji (kola) which is a symbol of hospitality, unity and peace in Igboland; is 

also according to Kalu (2012) expression of value of life. He wrote: 

Ceremony of kola (oji) presentation is a good example of the central 

value of life (Ndu) for the Igbos … signifies life for the Igbo. Wishing 

one’s visitors life, increase of life, is regarded as a more important 

item than food and drinks in any ceremony … Then the ancestors 

and God are called upon to protect the life of all present. (p.419). 

The above assertion by Kalu is an expression that life is more than 

everything and as a result the ancestors and God are beckoned to protect 

the life (Ndu). This signifies that life is the prime value for the Igbo people 

and its protection remains the watch for everybody.  

It is pertinent to draw attention to the Igbo ontology; where life (Ndu) is 
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not limited to physical living, but also to the life after death and also to the 

life before birth - the unborn. Unlike the Euro-American understanding of 

life which ends at death or possibly Christian belief of heaven and hell.  

The African or the Igbo view is that life does not end, but continues in a 

cyclic. Life is from the unborn to the physical (human person) through birth, 

and from the physical to the ancestor (the dead) through death and back 

again to the world through reincarnation and continuous in this cyclic 

manner without end. In describing that life for the Igbo is beyond the 

physical, Madu (1997) opined thus: 

Life for the Igbo man is therefore a continuum. There is no break or 

annihilation. One dies an honourable death, he goes to sit with the 

ancestors and comes again through the re-incarnation. Life therefore 

is cyclic for the Igbo. There is no room for eternal damnation to hell 

or permanent residence in heaven as in Euro-Christian world view. 

(p.6). 

The above assertion is a reflection that life does not end with the death of 

the physical body, but continues in the spiritual world. Against this 

backdrop therefore, we wish to say that; because life (Ndu) in Igbo world 

view is not limited to the physical, the people value and respect it because 

it is beyond their powers to determine or decide how the life (Ndu) comes 

and goes. The people also belief that the attitude or behaviour of people in 

respect to another person’s life (Ndu) determines or influences his spiritual 

life negatively or positively after death and this is the reason the traditional 

Igbo people desist from anything that tampers with life (Ndu) to ensure 

positive life (Ndu) after death.  

Another person who support this fact is Kalu (2012) when he remarked: 

In a deeper metaphysical note, Ndu for the Igbo is not understood 

only in the sense of bodily mortal life or as abundant physical 

prowess by which boxers are known. It is also understood as 

existence, being … Life for intelligent beings means both living and 

existence. When a human dies, he is no more living but exist in the 

spiritual world. (p.419).  
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Traditional Human Right in Igboland   

According to Ugwu and Agu (2012), respect for human rights in Africa 

predates the colonial period. They said by quoting Baye M and wrote thus: 

Before and after the scramble and partition for Africa bounteous 

land, there exist human right. In a perspective essay entitled 

“Human Rights in Africa” Kaba M Baye argues that the idea of rights 

to life existed generally in Africa because “African traditional beliefs 

scrupulously respect life, even of animals”. (pp.221-222). 

Even though the documented historical evidence of human rights in Africa 

could be traced to the first congress of African jurist held in Lagos Nigeria 

in1960. The congress adopted a deceleration known as the “Law of Lagos” 

which called on African government to adopt an African convention on 

human rights with a court and commission. The purpose was to ensure the 

protection of human rights. The charter establishing the Organition of 

African Unity (OAU) ensured that member states protect human rights. The 

OAU founding charter imposed upon member states to have respect and 

regards for human rights.  

It is certainly accepted that OAU strived to address a number of human 

rights problems like racial discrimination, environmental protection, refuge 

problems and so on. Our argument is that it is also worthy of note that 

before the partition of African into states or nation there was in existence 

the respect for human rights in our different communities which formed 

the bases of human relationship between one another.  

Robert Traer (1991) remarked Mbaya and equally maintained that human 

rights existed in Africa before colonization and said that:  

Traditional Africa does possess a coherent system of human rights 

… not only affirmed the rights to life and to freedom of expression 

and association and religious liberty, but also the obligation to 

provide for those without the means of sustenance (Np). 

A writer, Achebe (2008), also showed that right to life existed in the 

traditional Igbo before colonial invasion when he wrote: 

The only course open to Okonkwo was to flee from the clan. It was 
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a crime against the earth goddess to kill a clansman, and a man who 

committed it must flee from the land … As soon as the day broke, a 

large crowd of men from Ezeudu’s quarter stormed Okonkwo 

compound dressed in garbs of war. They set fire to his house, 

demolished his red walls, killed his animals and destroyed his barns. 

(p.99).   

Okonkwo did not intentionally shoot and killed the boy, the incident was 

unplanned, but still Okonkwo was banished as that was the tradition of the 

people. In this case there was no need for explanation or trial to show guilty 

or not guilty, paying of fine or anything, the punishment was already 

known by the people. This tells how the people of Igboland value human 

right especially right to life earlier before the coming of the colonial masters 

to Africa or Igboland.  

 

Moral Based Education: Traditional Cultural Values 

It is only a moral based oriented education that can lay good foundation for 

our children to understand the negative impulses of conflict and 

vehemently archive and sustain peace in our society. It is regrettably 

however that our people, both parents and children pursue formal 

education from nursery school to university level to be able to earn money 

to enable them show affluence and live luxurious life, answer big names 

and sometimes intimidate other people. 

This is why some people bribe their ways into some courses or disciplines 

in the institution of higher learning without any regards to their capacity to 

graduate; and they sometimes spend eight to ten years for courses or 

disciplines that supposed to be four or six years. This also result to cultism, 

robbery, kidnapping and many other vices because the children remain 

frustrated for being unable to graduate from the courses or discipline they 

bribed themselves into.  

Our argument in this paper is that education with such notion of money 

and fame can only produce children who have no moral upbringing, lack 

values and no regards to the peace of the society and therefore result to 
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conscious and unconscious conflict in the society. Omenugha (2013) noted 

that formal education should be pursed together with our cultural values 

by saying that: 

Western education is very good, but we need to combine that with 

our traditional cultural values. There are formal and informal 

training one has to acquire in order to be balanced … The problem is 

that in the pursuit of the Western education we tend to lose our 

identity. That is why a first class candidate could be very 

mischievous irrespective of his intelligence. We have to use 

education for own benefits to re-write our history. (p.49). 

Ossai (2014), agreed with Omenugha’ s idea and wrote: 

The greatest problem we have in pursuit of formal education in 

Africa is that we forget our root (our origin). Our root with its 

beautiful cultural values is what will beautify our educated ones to 

be good ambassadors of African nations. (p.154). 

Another means of which our education can be moral based is by 

introducing our children to the study of African traditional religion earlier 

in schools - primary and secondary. This will enable the children to know 

the moral and cultural values of the people through the knowledge of the 

people’s world view. Showing the relevance of studying African 

traditional, Idowu (1976) remarked: 

In the study of African traditional religion, we do not set out to 

glorify the dead past ancestors … if there is any heritage from the 

past which is spiritually and morally potent for today, these are the 

things to be researched into, refined if need be and preserved for 

posterity. (p.106). 

Writing to express the relevance of studying African religion, again Ossai 

(2014) opined as follows: 

Studying African traditional religion in the early stage will unveil to 

the children the core values in African society. Among the core 

values that would be unveiled to the children is the African world 

views. And one of the views to be taught to the children is 
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‘community consciousness’. (p.157).  

It is disheartening that our education produces people who don’t know 

their history or know their history only with dates, but not with relevance 

of history. In the words of Obielosi (2016); “Nation that are ignorant of their 

own history and the great lessons of history are headed for the ‘garbage’ of 

‘history’ (p.31). After history have shown how Nigerian civil war 

contributed negatively to where we are today, people are still interested in 

crises like Fulani herdsmen, Boko Haran, cattle rustlers, Ipob issue and so on. 

All these are as a result of education without moral foundation and history 

without lessons of history.  

 

Recommendation 

Establishment of peace and conflict studies in institutions of higher learning 

in Igboland and Nigeria in general is recommended to boost studies on 

peace and conflict.  

This paper recommends for African traditional religion to be included as a 

teaching subject in primary and secondary schools in Igboland and even 

other parts of the country. 

Seminars and public lectures should be organized to sensitize Igbo people 

on African world view. 

Government should give support by funding research on African religion 

and culture to enable researchers delve more on African values. 

The mass media – the television and radio, journal and newspapers should 

help in educating the people on African world view.  

 

Conclusion 

It has been noted that many strategies for achieving peace in Igboland and 

Nigeria as a country which includes protecting territory and people, police 

and the military, religious preaching and economic advancements, 

vigilante and neighborhood watch have not resulted to permanent peace. 

This paper contends that African world view can be a vital tool to attain this 

better, not only in Igboland, but in Nigeria as a whole. The Igbo traditional 
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religious votaries are humble and contended people. They do not go for 

what they want but what they need, and this created love and care which 

resulted to peace in the traditional Igbo communities. However, 

globalization and social change has distorted these Igbo traditional beliefs 

and values, we therefore conclude by saying that Igbo people should go 

back to their root and revitalize these values through African world view 

to reclaim the peace and love in the society.  
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